LSR 162mph 1974 - 2012
Origins of modern technology

2001 FIVE (Italian Federation of Alternative Energy Vehicles)

2007 FIA Category 4 class 1&2 Alternative Energies Cup

2009 Isle of Man - Tourist Trophy

2010 FIM International Championship
FIRST CHAMPIONSHIP
FULL ELECTRIC:
FIM e-Power

2010-2013 support races to GP, SBK and EWC
Current disciplines
Current disciplines
Current disciplines
Tourist Trophy (TT zero)

IoM TT technology-push

Average speed km/h
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eBikes to rescue cars

ADAC, ANWB, ÖAMTC

Test programs
Greener future

- Decarbonization
  - Less fuel / energy
  - Less oils / fluids

- Long life products
  - Upgradeable
  - Long MTBO

- Connected
  - Efficiency
  - Security

- XXI century products
  - Silent
  - Tech-leading
Where is the limit?
New records setting

333 km
ELECTRIC RANGE
ZERO EMISSIONS

COTS: Zero SR 13.0+PowerTank
New records setting

6.080m ASL
Highest altitude in a COTS motorcycle

KTM target altitude: 6.893m
NEW CHAMPIONS SCHOOL

New public attraction

NEW CHAMPIONS SCHOOL

OSET, MECATECNO, KUBERG